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“YGGDRASIL JIGSAW PUZZLE - NATURE” is a launch game developed by “Flying, Inc.”, published by
“YGGDRASIL MANOR”, and will be available exclusively on the PlayStation®4 platform in Japan. The
game is a puzzle game developed so as to take the “jigsaw puzzle” idea of the 16-bit era and move

it forward, and is based on the YGGDRASIL avatar data. As the avatar of YGGDRASIL, the player
faces off against various avatars of the YGGDRASIL’s users and the opponents. By using its power,

the player can move about while solving the puzzles. And, as the puzzle pieces change depending on
the actions of the player, the game contents become more complex. 2nd Themes “NATURE”

TOSHIBA’s 2nd home and lifestyle theme collection. “Nature” is the second of three themes available
with new wallpapers for the PlayStation®4 platform. In "YGGDRASIL JIGSAW PUZZLE - NATURE", the
game is directly linked with the 2nd theme. The key design idea of this content is "Field of Curiosity".

By choosing the field of interest depending on the progress in the game, and using the power of
YGGDRASIL, users can experience the sights of the field. As a side effect, the original content of the

game changes. 2nd Exterior Wallpapers They correspond to the 2nd theme, "Nature", and are
"YOGUR" and "HONEY WOODS". Exclusive to this content: More than 100 images for the

PlayStation®4 platform. More than 100 images for the PlayStation®4 Pro platform. More than 50
images for the PlayStation®Vita™ platform. 2nd Interior Wallpapers "HONEY WOODS" (below) is a

landscape featuring a honey bee that looks like it is flying. "YOGUR" (right) is a landscape featuring a
large mountain. 2nd BGMs There are two BGMs exclusive to this content. These are in the form of

YGGDRASIL's original theme songs "OVERCAST" and "SAND", and are available for users to play only
through the PlayStation®4 platform. We hope that you will

Slime Heroes Features Key:
Live the life of an old school Colonel Sanders and spread hot n’ spicy chicken wings to all of those

cute yurts.
Roll up your sleeves, roll up your pants, and be ready to spread love.

Set your feet atop the cushions of a leisure suit and help people get laid. Literally.
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Col Sanders Dating Simulator (A Finger Licking Good Dating
Simulator!) Includes 3 ORIGINAL Characters of the Colonel,
Serious Sanders, and Fried Chicken Insider.

For your convenience, we are offering you this game with full versions of 3 original documents and
background stories free of charge. Collect them all & and you will get a Digital Collector's Edition FREE!
The content will help you understand more of the people behind Colonel Sanders, where his feelings really
lay, and what’s really in the nature of this chicken wing dude.

3 ORIGINAL Characters:
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